RENEWED, REFRESHED, REENGINEERED WE ARE NOW REVVLOCITY!
SalesPro is now Revvlocity
SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA, UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA, January 25,
2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Unveiling
“REVVLOCITY”.
The nomenclature was derived from a
global perspective bringing out the core
feature of the company, that is
maximizing revenues for organizations
with their Inside sales expertise at a
faster pace.

EMPOWERED

‘CHANGE IS INEVITABLE.’
Kejal Haria, President & Co-founder of
Revvlocity, knows with time that new
trends and domains come into play every DELIVERED
day. “By reengineering to Revvlocity we
are raising the bar and doubling the
success. With the rebranding, we promise increased solutions offerings, a larger geographical spread
and a resilient team.”
“Now, as Revvlocity, we continue to offer perfectly customized market elucidations with more vigor.
Expansion of market research by having our first international
office in the US, generating demands, identifying more leads
and opportunities.”
By reengineering to
Revvlocity we are raising the
bar and doubling the success.
Abhinav Sharma, the CEO & Co-founder of Revvlocity says,
With the rebranding, we
“We must create our own future”
promise increased solutions
“With the brand Revvlocity, we have taken a global approach
offerings, a larger
that is of paramount significance in diversifying our network.
geographical spread and a
Moreover, with a base in the US we get to have an onsite
resilient team”
presence and interact with our clientele in person, creating a
Kejal Haria, President & Costronger bond. Our biggest achievement is the trust that our
founder Revvlocity
clients have on us. We are always ready to go that extra mile
and stand tall with our clients as partners.”

Our workforce, our achievements and our clientele is what sets us apart from our competitors.

Rainer Kuehling VP, Roambee - “We hired them to help us expand business in North America. We
have been able to add 35 new customers (approx.) because of process excellence and customer
engagement demonstrated by the team. Revvlocity now works as an extended arm to Roambee
across Europe, Mexico, Canada and other geographies, I am proud to be associated with them and
wish them luck on the “Big Shift”, Good Luck Revvlocity
Tod Wagner, CEO, SacPower - “The team has the combination of sales expertise, education,
management and experience that produces an effective result.The quality of the leads has been 5 out
of 5.
They know how to find the right person and identify an opportunity in large and small companies.
Their professionalism, expertise and delivery has kept us delighted always. With their rebranding,
increased service offerings and a larger reach, I am only confident that we as partners will succeed
further. I wish the team the best and look forward to the change.”
Manpreet Mattu, Director and Investor at Revvlocity states "I’m delighted to be part of Revvlocity and
with this exciting venture, I look to spread OUR WINGS ACROSS THE MAP to accelerate business
growth in the right direction.
Also, a hearty congratulations to Revvlocity and looking forward to revving up the business."
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